Abstract-The Packet Radio Network (PRN) is an attractive architecture to support wireless data communication. The code assignment problem in PRN is a classical problem that has been extensively studied. However, in this paper we observe that the power control issue has been ignored by most works, but may have significant impact on PRN's performance. Given a set of PRN stations, the network topology can be changed by adjusting each station's transmission power. All existing works, nevertheless, assume that the network topology is given before solving the code assignment problem. In this paper, we regard code assignment as an independent problem, and show how to improve the network topology by power adjustment without violating the original code assignment. The improvement in topology (such as more links in the network) may result in improvement in network throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE Packet Radio Network (PRN) was first demonstrated in 1969 at the University of Hawaii [1] and since then has greatly increased its presence and importance for computer communications. A PRN consists of a number of stations placed in a geographically distributed area, where each station has a computer and a transceiver. Two stations are said to be connected if they are in each other's communication range. A PRN can be considered as a graph with a certain topology. It is sometimes referred to as a multihop PRN to reflect the fact that two stations may communicate indirectly by relaying stations.
The code assignment problem in PRN is a traditional issue that has been widely studies [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . The problem is reviewed in Section II. A tree-based code assignment scheme is proposed in [3] , where it is also shown that determining the least number codes for any network is NPcomplete. The scheme is further extended to a distributed version, by adopting a concept called traveling token. Also based on traveling tokens, [4] proposes a distributed assignment scheme. Heuristics are proposed for regular and general PRNs in [2] , [6] , [7] . A transmitter-oriented heuristic is presented in [6] . Reference [2] suggests to assigns codes based on stations' degrees. Reference [7] tries to give a code to a station if it has most neighbors already receiving codes. The concept of maximum independent set is used in [8] for broadcast scheduling, which can also be used for code assignment.
The above results are suitable for traditional PRNs with low or no mobility. Some recent protocols start to be able to tolerate mobility [9] , [10] , [11] . The protocol in [10] employs a polling mechanism. Once polled, an intending sender will use its sending code to transmit. In [9] , the protocol assigns channels to stations dynamically. It requires that the channel assigned to a station be different from those of its two-hop neighbors. A hop-reservation MAC protocol based on veryslow frequency-hopping spread spectrum is proposed in [11] .
While tackling the code assignment problem in PRN, we observe an interesting point that the power control issue has been ignored by most works, but may have significant impact on PRN's performance. Given a set of PRN stations, the network topology can be changed by adjusting each station's transmission power. All existing works, nevertheless, assume that the network topology is fixed. Then, based on the given network topology, the code assignment problem is addressed. Conceivably, if hosts' transmission powers are not fixed, the network topology (and thus the code assignment result) may change. Take an extreme case as an example. If all stations' powers are tuned infinitely large, the network will be fully connected, but the number of codes required will be equal to the network size. By reducing powers, the network connectivity reduces, but the number of codes required also reduces. Note that stations do not necessarily have equal transmission powers. Our goal is to improve the network topology, by means of power control, to improve a PRN's performance.
The purpose of this paper is not to propose a new code assignment solution. Instead, we show that given a PRN in which each station already received a code, how to adjust the powers of stations to obtain a "better" network without violating the original code assignment. By adjusting powers, we try to control/improve the topology of a PRN. So our result can be regarded as building on top of those code assignment solutions. Three schemes, namely distance-based, degreebased, and load-based schemes are proposed. On top of these, we also propose a code randomization mechanism to further improve performance. Distributed versions of these schemes are also introduced. Through simulations, we demonstrate that although the code assignment problem is NP-complete and thus improving the code assignment is computationally very expensive, using our power adjustment schemes can easily improve the network performance by about 10% with polynomial costs.
Some works have addressed the power issue, but under different scenarios. Assuming a contention-based channel model A PRN consists of a number of stations. Traditionally, it is assumed that the connectivity between stations are predetermined. Based on the connectivity between stations, the network can be considered as a static graph. (However, this is not the case if transmission powers, and thus connectivities, are adjustable.)
Suppose that the topology of a PRN is static. Then codes have to be assigned to stations for them to communicate with each other. Note that "code" is a logical term and could be a sequence of time slots appearing periodically under the TDMA mode, a frequency band under the FDMA mode, or an orthogonal code under the CDMA mode. A code can be regarded as a resource unit that a station can use freely without worrying about the interference problem. Following the sender-based model that is widely assumed in many works [2] , [5] , [7] , [8] , we need to consider two types of collisions when assigning codes to stations: primary and secondary. A primary collision occurs when two stations using the same code can hear each other, while a secondary collision occurs when two stations using the same code can be heard by a third station (or sometimes known as the hidden-terminal problem). Note that from a receiver's point of view, for TDMA and CDMA, one transceiver is sufficient. But for FDMA, either it has to tune to the proper channel at the proper time, or multiple transceivers are needed.
Both primary and secondary collisions should be avoided while assigning codes. The PRN can be modeled as an undirected graph ´Î µ, where Î denotes the set of stations and denotes the set of wireless links. So the problem becomes one of assigning a code to each station such that no two stations at a distance of one or two share the same code. Since codes represent wireless resources, the typical goal of code assignment is to minimize the total number of codes used. This problem can be further translated to the vertex coloring problem in graph theory. Specifically, can be translated to another graph ¼ ´Î ¼ µ such that between each pair of vertices in Î there is an edge in ¼ if their distance is one or two in . The original vertex coloring problem is known to be NP-complete. The code assignment problem after translated to the vertex coloring problem remains so [2] , [26] . As a result, most existing results are based on heuristics.
The following reviews are all based on ¼ . Reference [26] formulates the code assignment problem as a graph coloring problem. Vertices are assigned codes in a decreasing order of their identifiers (ID). When being examined, a vertex is assigned the smallest possible code that is not yet used by any of its neighbors. The basic idea is to utilize codes as compact as possible. However, the characteristics of the network topology are not fully exploited -if ID's are given without any relation to the network characteristics, the results of this procedure are analogous to those obtained through a random choice of the next vertex to be colored at each step [2] . To remedy the random choice problem, [2] differentiates vertices by their degrees. Increasing and decreasing orders of vertex degrees are investigated. When examining each vertex, the same strategy of choosing the smallest possible code as in [26] is adopted. The experiments in [2] demonstrates that using a decreasing order of degrees is a better choice because vertices with higher degrees tend to be more constrained in their choice of colors (due to more crowded neighborhood). If they are assigned codes at later time, one may encounter the danger of requiring more colors.
The sequence in which vertices are examined is further investigated by [7] . A concept called saturation is proposed. In this scheme, vertices are given codes based on a priority defined by the number of different codes that have been occupied by a vertex's neighbors. The more occupied codes, the higher the priority. In cases of ties, vertices with more neighbors already owning codes (the same code occupied by different neighbors are counted multiple times) are assigned first.
B. The Power Adjustment Problem
The above discussion has assumed that the topology of the PRN is already known, based on which the code assignment problem is solved. In this paper, we assume that the network topology is adjustable by controlling stations' transmission powers. As a result, there are two parameters to be decided together: transmission powers and codes. The transmission powers determine the network topology, and under this topology the code assignment should have no primary and secondary collisions. The ultimate goal is to maximize the network performance. Note that our goal in this paper is not to propose a new code assignment solution. Instead, we show how to improve a network's topology by power adjustment, which may in turn improve the network performance, even if the code assignment part is unchanged.
In this work, we assume that the transmission power of a station should fall in a reasonable range È Ñ Ò È Ñ Ü ℄. For example, in IEEE 802.11 [27] , the transmission power should be no less than 1 mW and no greater than 100 mW. The typical transmission distance ranges in a few hundred meters. In Bluetooth [28] , a device can transmit in three power classes. Class 1 should output 100 mW (+20 dBm), with a minimum of 1 mW (0 dBm). Class 2 should output 2.4 mW (+4 dBm), with a minimum of 0.25 mW ( dBm). Class 3 has the lowest power, with a nominal output of 1 mW. The transmission distance could be a few to a few tens meters. However, note that energy efficiency is not a concern in this work. We mainly focus on network throughput in this work.
Below, we give the formal problem statements, in two versions. Note that MAPA is an extension of SAPA by allowing more than one code for each station. The motivation is to take into account the difference of traffic loads among stations.
When all Ø 's are equal, MAPA degenerates to SAPA. Given any network, the code assignment problem has been proved to be NP-complete even when all stations share a common transmission power [2] , [26] . If we impose that È Ñ Ò È Ñ Ü , SAPA will be reduced to the code assignment problem. Thus, SAPA and MAPA, which extend the code assignment problem, are both computationally intractable.
Also note that the metric throughput is a complicated notion and may depend on many factors, such as traffic loads and patterns. A universal definition can not be given easily. In this paper, we choose to inject packets between randomly selected sources and destinations into the network for evaluation. Then the end-to-end throughput is used as the performance metric.
III. CENTRALIZED SOLUTIONS FOR SAPA
In this section, we propose several centralized solutions for the SAPA problem. We are given a set of stations. The goal is to determine the transmission power and code of each station, but stations do not necessarily have the same transmission power. This is achieved in two stages. In the first stage, we test different transmission powers but all stations' powers still remain uniform. This gives an initial network topology. In the second stage, we further improve the topology by modifying individual stations' powers. The procedure is outlined below.
The power of station is denoted as È , ½ Ò. 1) Let Ì È Ñ Ò .
2) For
½ Ò, let È Ì . Based on this power setting, construct a graph corresponding to the topology of the PRN.
3) Apply any heuristic for code assignment on the current topology of the PRN.
4)
Evaluate the network quality factor É (discussed below)
of the current network topology, and keep a record of the evaluation result.
6) From the above evaluation records in step 4, pick the power setting which gives the best network quality factor É. Let the induced topology graph be .
7) Based on G, conduct one of the proposed power adjustment schemes (discussed below). In the above steps, we gradually increase the powers of stations, each time by a hop of AE. The value AE will depend on how fine one expects to tune the powers. For each selected power, code assignment is involved to determine a code for each station. Then the network is evaluated for its quality factor É. Note that É is for us to choose a proper initial power level to be used by all hosts (further adjustment will be done in Step 7) . Below, we propose two alternatives to define É ¾ is defined to be the network throughput based on the given topology and code assignment.
Note that É ½ can be computed easily. É ¾ may be obtained from simulations by generating random traffic into the networks. In Section VI, we will compare these two alternatives.
Let Ì be the best common power selected in step 6. By setting È Ì , ½ Ò, a topology G and a code assignment for each station are already obtained. In step 7, power adjustment will be applied to individual stations. In the following, we propose several solutions for step 7.
A. Distance-Based Scheme
Let È and be power and code of station , ½ Ò.
In the distance-based scheme, we will greedily increase the powers of individual stations to increase the network connectivity. By network connectivity, we simply count the number of links in the graph. The intuition is that a network with more links may have higher throughput. However, doing so is under the constraint that no primary and secondary collision should occur. The scheme works as follows. We first collect all station pairs that are not connected in . These pairs are sorted in an ascending order according to their distances. Then we sequentially check each pair in the list for the possibility of adding it into without changing their codes. Note that adding a link implies increasing the two end stations' powers. This is repeated until no more pair can be added. In the following steps, the distance of stations and is represented by ×Ø´ µ, and the minimum transmission power required and update the collision array as follows:
Intuitively, the first equation updates collision arrays interfered by 's higher powers (including ), while the second does for those interfered by 's higher powers (including ).
d) Remove´ µ from Ä. If Ä is not empty, go to step c.
For example, Fig. 1 (a) shows a PRN, where the circles (all of the same radius) indicate the transmission ranges of stations. The current topology is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where the number associated with each station is its code. After calculating list Ä, trials in Table I will be made. Note that trials 3 and 5 deserve special attention.
The resulting network is shown in Fig. 1(d) , where two bi-directional links and four uni-directional links are newly added. As can be seen, station C, which was originally an articulation point and could be a heavily loaded bottleneck, is now not so any more. This is expected to relieve the network congestion significantly. Note that having uni-directional links is inevitable so long as one allows asynchronous transmission powers. We call those uni-directional links side-effect links and will not use them for routing packets in our performance simulation. However, guaranteed by the collision test in step c), these side-effect links will not cause primary and secondary collisions. (The analysis for the subsequent schemes is similar and thus will be omitted.)
B. Degree-Based Scheme
The previous scheme uses distance as the metric to determine which link should be checked and added into the network first. In this section, we propose to use stations' degrees in as the metric. The rationale is: stations with lower degrees are weaker in communication capability and thus are more likely to become bottlenecks. Thus, adding links of weaker connectivities is more important.
The process to adjust powers is similar to the previous scheme, except that the order that the potential links are checked is different. So we only briefly summarize the steps as follows. Note that similar to the distance-based scheme, the degree-based scheme can only increase powers of stations when no collision will occur. So the total number of codes will not be changed. a) Ä is still the set of potential links to be added, but is sorted differently according to stations' degrees as the primary key, and distances as the secondary key, both in an ascending order. Note that since each pair´ µ ¾ Ä has two stations, the lower value of the degrees of and is used for sorting. b) Calculate the collision array (same as the distance-based scheme). In this example, only one bi-directional link and three unidirectional links are added. Although the number of links being added to the network is less than that of the earlier distance-based scheme, the scheme has a different flavor by trying to make weaker stations stronger, in terms of connectivity. In fact, in our simulations (to be shown later), we do find many situations where this scheme will outperform the distance-based scheme.
C. Load-Based Scheme
As commented earlier, how well a network performs highly depends on the traffic pattern. In this section, we propose to use stations' traffic loads (instead of distances or degrees) as the metric to determine which station should increase its power first. Stations with higher traffic loads are more likely to become bottlenecks. So improving their connectivity is more desirable. We outline the procedure below. We assume that each station's load is already known. a) Ä is the set of potential links to be added, which is sorted in a descending order of links' loads as the primary key. 
D. Code Randomization
In this subsection, we propose a randomization mechanism that can be added on top of the above schemes to improve their performance. The main idea is to change the codes assigned to stations in step 3. Let's use an example to motivate the idea. Observe Fig. 3 , which represents the same network in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , but with different code assignment. The codes used by stations D and F are changed to 4 and 5, respectively. If we use this network and apply the distance-and degreebased schemes on it, three bidirectional links will be added to the network, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) , respectively. This improves the connectivity of the network as compared to the earlier examples, which shows the potential benefit of changing codes.
Indeed, as we surveyed several code assignment algorithms in the literature [2] , [7] , there is a tendency of favoring some set of codes over the others. The reason is quite obvious -the goal of code assignment is to use as few codes as possible. So the same code is likely to be used by stations that are physically close to form a compact code usage pattern. However, this is disadvantageous to our power adjustment, because when adding links, there will be more chance to find primary or secondary collisions. Recall the network , in which each station already has a code. Here we propose a simple randomization technique to change the code assignment. We sequentially pick each station in and try to reselect a new code for it that has not been used by any of its two-hop neighbors. By so doing, the compact code usage pattern in the original assignment will be disturbed. However, the total number of codes used is not increased. The procedure is formally presented below. Each station is already assigned a code . This procedure should be run before the power adjustment (step 7) is executed. i) Let be the set of all codes used by the network after step 3. ii) Sequentially pick each station in an arbitrary order. For each station , randomly pick a code from the set station is a 1-hop or 2-hop neighbor of in Then change to this randomly selected code.
Note that in step ii) the code that a station can select is the set of all codes excluding those that are used by its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors. This set cannot be empty since it includes at least the station's current code. So step ii) always succeeds and the randomization process will not increase the number of codes used.
IV. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTIONS FOR SAPA
In this section, we extend our centralized power adjustment solution in Section III to a distributed protocol. Each station can adjust its power independently, and only local information needs to be collected. Distributed solutions are generally more favorable, accounting for the concerns such as reliability, fault tolerance, load balance, and difficulties and costs in collecting global information.
Our protocol will allow multiple stations to adjust their powers simultaneously. To enable stations to make distributed decisions, at least two properties should be guaranteed. The first one is correctness, in the sense that no station's decision will cause primary and secondary collisions. In our protocol, we will let stations contend with each other to increase their powers. The contention is done by trying to lock neighboring stations. Only when all necessary stations are locked, can a station adjust its transmission power. The second property is to ensure freedom of deadlock while locking neighboring stations. This is similar to the deadlock issue in Operating System design, where one should avoid holding resources while waiting for more resources. In this paper, we will avoid this problem by preventing stations to enter a waiting status. Whenever a station can not successfully lock all necessary stations, it simply unlocks all stations and retries later.
In the following, we first translate our scheme in Section III into a distributed one. Note that in the second step, a distributed code assignment protocol is required. Again, since we consider code assignment as an independent issue in this paper, any existing protocol may be adopted (e.g., [2] , [4] , [5] ). 
4) Perform our distributed power adjustment protocol on each station (see the subsequent discussions).
Below, we will elaborate step 4. Our protocol is based on message exchange. We assume that there is a control channel (similar to that in [4] ) for this purpose and message delivery is reliable and has bounded delays 1 . Also, we assume that each station is aware of all stations in its surrounding which it can not reach directly by power Ì but may reach if it transmits with the maximum power È Ñ Ü . These stations are maintained in a list Ä and are sorted in an ascending order according to their distances to . (This information may be obtained in the initialization stage, or by having each station sending a HELLO message from time to time with the maximum power).
Station will sequentially pick each station in Ä and try to increase its transmission power to reach it, until no further increment is possible. To ensure correctness and freedom of deadlock, each increment of power will involve four stages: unengaged, engaged, granted, and confirmed (see Fig. 4 ). In the following, we explain how station i proceeds from one stage to another: a) unengaged µ engaged: Initially, station stays in the unengaged state. Then it can check its list Ä . If Ä , 1 We assume that these are supported by the underlying protocol. Reliable broadcast is beyond the scope of this work. Network-wide broadcast is addressed in [29] , [30] , [31] . Reliable one-hop broadcast is discussed in [32] , [33] . an ENGAGE packet can be sent to the first station in Ä , denoted as ´Ä µ. This is to ask for ´Ä µ's cooperation to increase both sides' powers. After sending out the packet, station should wait for a reply from ´Ä µ. If station ´Ä µ also intends to increase its power, a positive ENGAGE packet will be replied; otherwise, a negative DELAY or REJECT packet will be replied. iii) REJECT: If ¾ ÓÐ Ö℄, collision will occur and the locking request will be rejected. If station successfully collects a GRANT packet from each station in Ê , it will enter the next "granted" state. If any of the reply is a REJECT, no further power increment is possible and station will enter the "terminated" state. If the response contains any DELAY packet, station will go to the "unengaged" state and retry later. In addition, in the latter two cases, an UNLOCK packet will be sent to all stations that have replied a GRANT to station to release them. On receiving the UNLOCK packet, the receiver Ö can clear its Ö to . c) granted µ confirmed: After entering the granted state, station should contact with station ´Ä µ for its locking result. A CONFIRM packet will be sent to ´Ä µ. After sending out the packet, station should wait for a reply from ´Ä µ. How station ´Ä µ responds is based on the following rules: i) CONFIRM: if ´Ä µ also has received all necessary GRANTs ii) DELAY: if ´Ä µ has received some DELAYs, but no REJECT iii) REJECT: if ´Ä µ has received at least one REJECT If a CONFIRM packet is received, station will enter the "confirmed" state. If a DELAY or REJECT packet is received, station will go back to the "unengaged" state and an UNLOCK packet will be sent to all stations in Ê to release them. Note that in the case of receiving a REJECT packet, station still has a chance to return to the "unengaged" state (as opposed to the "terminated" state in the earlier case b) since this merely implies that ´Ä µ is unable to increase its power.
d) confirmed µ unengaged: Now, everything is ready and it is safe to increase station 's power. So, we set
Then a POWER(È ) packet is sent to each station in Ê to indicate that station has increased its power, and station can delete ´Ä µ from Ä . After doing so, station can return to the "unengaged" state to contend for another power increment opportunity. On receiving the POWER packet, a station Ö ¾ Ê should update its collision array to ÓÐ Ö℄ ÓÐ Ö℄ . This POWER packet also serves as an unlocking message. So each receiving station can clear its Ö to . Finally, we comment that above discussion has shown a distributed version of the distance-based power adjustment scheme. The result can be easily extended to the degree-based and load-based schemes. Extending these results with code randomization is also straight-forward. A station should try to lock necessary stations for their permissions to change its code to avoid primary and secondary collisions.
V. EXTENSIONS FOR MAPA
In MAPA, each station can request more than one code. The purpose is to take the unbalanced traffic loads among stations into account. In this section, we show how to extend our result from SAPA to MAPA.
The main technique is a reduction from a graph representing a SAPA problem to one representing a MAPA problem. Let's represent a PRN topology by an undirected graph Ñ ´Î Ñ Ñ µ, where Î Ñ À ½ À ¾ À Ò is the station set and Ñ is the link set (subscript Ñ represents "multi-code"). In Î Ñ , each station À requires Ø codes. Now we translate this problem to a graph × ´Î × × µ representing a SAPA problem (subscript × represents "single-code"). Specifically, for each station À ¾ Î Ñ , we introduce the following Ø stations into Î × : À ½ À ¾ À Ø Also, the link set is
Intuitively, in × , each station À ½ Ø , requires one code. These Ø stations, which represent À in Ñ , will together require Ø codes. In the definition of × , the first set establishes a clique among stations À ½ Ø , which means that the codes assigned to these Ø stations should be distinct. The second set establishes a link between each pair of À ½ and À ¾ , which indicates the fact that the two vertices À ½ and À ¾ are physically adjacent. Fig. 5(a) shows an example, where we are given a network of three stations and requiring 1, 2, and 3 codes, respectively. From these three stations, we introduce three sets:
½ , ½ ¾ , and ½ ¾ ¿ . Each set forms a clique. Also, from any station in one set, there is a link to any station in another set that is originally connected in Ñ (e.g., there are 6 links between ½ ¾ and ½ ¾ ¿ ). The resulting graph is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
Theorem 1: Given a Ñ and its corresponding × , if a code assignment to the × is optimal, the assignment mapped back to Ñ is also optimal.
Proof: Suppose that there is an assignment for × which is optimal. It is easy to see that the assignment mapped back to Ñ , called ¼ , has no primary and secondary collision. So assignment ¼ for Ñ is correct. Suppose for contradiction that there exists another assignment for Ñ which uses a less number of codes than ¼ . Then we can translate to an assignment for × , called ¼ . Since ¼ uses a less number of codes than , we encounter a contradiction, which prove this theorem.
¾
With the above reduction, power adjustment on MAPA can proceed similar to that in SAPA, except that when checking primary and secondary collisions, multiple codes may need to be checked for each station.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate through simulations how power adjustment can improve network connectivity and network throughput. A packet radio network of Ò stations randomly spread in a ¼¼ ¢ ¼¼ area is simulated, where Ò is a controllable parameter. The transmission distance of each station is tunable, but no larger than 200 units (AE ¾¼ units).
In the simulations, we adopt the heuristic SATURATION-DEGREE-CODE-ASSIGNMENT [7] . Note that to exclude extreme cases and unfair comparisons, only connected networks are considered. could be even better). End-to-end throughput is measured, i.e., a packet successfully traveling from its source to its destination contributes 2K bytes to the throughput. All results presented below are from the average of 100 runs, where each run lasts at least 100 seconds.
A) Effect of Station Density: Fig. 6 shows the network throughput versus station density (with a fixed physical area, a larger Ò means higher density). In Fig. 6(a) , hosts' initial power levels are determined by quality factor É ¾ , while in Fig. 6 (b) (f), they are determined by quality factor É ½ with « ¼ ¾ . Note that an initial "R" means that the code randomization mechanism is adopted. Schemes with code randomization perform the best, which are followed those without code randomization, and then by that without power adjustment (denoted by "original"). Overall, the Rdistance scheme performs the best. Power adjustment is less effective when the network density is low. This is because when the network is sparse, a larger initial power will be picked, leaving less space for power adjustment. After Ò ¼, power adjustment can always benefit network throughput.
This justifies the value of our schemes. The value of « also affects the result. An « that is too large (e.g., ¾ ¼) will overemphasize the effect of average distance between hosts, leading to very large initial transmission power levels of hosts. Again, this will leave little space for power adjustment. The effect of « will be further investigated in the next experiment.
B) Effect of «: Fig. 7 shows the network throughput versus different «'s with a higher traffic rate Ö ¼¼. The observation is slightly different from the previous experiment: « should not be underemphasized or overemphasized. A too small « will lead to small initial power levels and thus long network diameters. This is harmful to network throughput. Also, with low network connectivity, the total number of codes used is likely small. This implies that power adjustment would be difficult because primary and secondary collisions are likely to occur. Overemphasizing « is unwise too, as discussed earlier. From our experience, « ½ ¾ ½ is likely to give the best performance. Higher traffic load (and similarly higher network density) tends to prefer a slightly larger «. By properly choosing «, using quality factor É ½ is comparable to using É ¾ , which is computationally more expensive.
C) Improvement of Network Connectivity:
In this part, we are interested in how our schemes can improve network connectivity. In Fig. 8(a) and (b) , we measure the numbers of new links being added into the network. In terms of this, the distance-based scheme outperforms the degree-based scheme. In most cases, adopting code randomization can significantly increase the number of new links. As there are more stations, more links can be added, which is reasonable. In Fig. 8(c) and (d), we measure the average distances between stations. We observe that as the network becomes denser, the average distance will increase slightly. Intuitively, in denser networks, a smaller initial power level will be selected so as to reduce the total number of codes used. With our schemes, the newly added links can help reduce the average distance between hosts.
D) Effect of Traffic Load:
In this experiment, we try to vary traffic loads to observe how our topology improvement schemes can contribute to network throughput. As can be seen in Fig. 9 , significant improvement can be obtained in most ranges of traffic loads. Comparing these figures, two conclusions can be drawn. First, using quality factor É ½ with « ½ ¾ is comparable to using quality factor É ¾ under most situations. Second, as Ò increases, more benefit can be obtained by topology improvement, which implies that our schemes are more useful in denser networks. Note that under very high traffic loads, throughput will somehow get hurt because packets are likely to get dropped in the middle ways to their destinations, thus wasting some bandwidth. E) Performance of the Load-Based Scheme: In the above simulation, the injected traffic is uniform for all stations. In this part, we repeat the above simulations for the load-based scheme. The traffic model is modified as follows. Each station is assigned a random number between 1 and 5, where a larger number implies a higher load. In our simulations, the probability that a station serves as a source or a destination is proportional to this number. While conducting power adjustment, stations with higher traffic loads are picked for power increase earlier than those with lower loads. Ties are broken based on the distance-based scheme. Fig. 10 shows the result, where the performance index implies the network throughput normalized to that without power adjustment. As can be seen, the load-based scheme is not particularly favorable in terms of performance. In most cases, it performs close to the degreebased scheme. We believe that the main reason is that our simulation concerns end-to-end traffic. Since a routing path typically consists of several relaying stations, favoring only source and destination hosts doesn't completely reflect the need of relaying stations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Power control is an important issue in almost all kinds of wireless architectures. We have developed several schemes to improve the topology of a PRN through power adjustment. The results have been successfully applied on top of earlier code assignment solutions. Interestingly, we have demonstrated that although code assignment is a computationally expensive job, it does not prohibit us from improving the performance of a PRN through power adjustment with polynomial costs. In addition, we have also shown how to reduce a multi-code assignment problem to a single-code assignment problem and then use the proposed power adjustment schemes to improve the network performance. The temporal variation of traffic loads at individual stations is not considered in this work. If so, the code assignment and power levels need to be readjusted from time to time, which deserves further study.
